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‘FOCUS ON THE ARTS’ INCLUDES PICTURES, REVIEWS OF CONCERTS
and theatre performances, news of what’s happening at the local
Mitchell Conservatorium and Bathurst Memorial Entertainment
Centre, information about upcoming tours by independent
companies and artists, as well as a weekly diary of coming events.
Comprising anywhere from half a page to a page of the paper,
it is a dedicated arts section that provides a vital service for 
the community. 

‘Focus on the Arts’ promotes the work of local arts organisations,

encourages community awareness of what's going on in the local

arts scene, promotes discussion of the arts and its role in the

community, and offers a reflection of the cultural community

back to itself, affirming its place in the big picture of life in the

region.  

‘Focus on the Arts’ was preceded by a weekly ‘Music News’'

column which Judy Rutherford, then Secretary of the Arts

Council, wrote for nine years.  Judy was prompted to approach

the paper with a request to publish the column in 1989 because,

she told me, she could see the Conservatorium was struggling to

promote itself and its activities. "'Music News' was an excellent

platform for the promotion of all local musical organisations and

events, and for visiting and local musicians,” she said.  

‘Music News’ also played an important role in the community

debate that took place in the Bathurst during years of lobbying for

the controversial Bathurst Memorial Entertainment Centre. Not

surprisingly, by the time the Entertainment Centre finally opened

in March 1999 there was a burgeoning interest in the performing

arts.  As the value of the ‘Music News’ column had already been

demonstrated, it seemed a natural consequence to consider the a

dedicated arts section of the paper.  So a number of local people

involved in the arts approached the editor of The Western

Advocate, to put their case: there was a clearly a strong interest in

the arts in Bathurst but not much arts activity was being covered

in the local paper.  

Sandra Bates, editor of The Western Advocate, has a strong 

belief that community newspapers should reflect the community

that they serve. Her response to the Bathurst arts community 

was to hold a round table conference to discuss their proposal.

Sandra told the group that while the paper had no reporters 

with specialist arts knowledge, she was happy to offer the space

for publication and to provide staff to take photographs where

required.  The key to the success of the venture, she said, 

was to have someone to coordinate the section: while there 

was no shortage of both experts and enthusiasts in Bathurst,

“what was really needed was someone to do the legwork and

make sure people got their contributions in.”

Judy Rutherford put up her hand. 

‘Focus on the Arts’ was born.  

Since June 2000, each week Judy has been liaising with the

numerous contributors to ‘Focus on the Arts’ to ensure that 

there will be the required editorial content for the week. The

contributors to the column comprise a group of around thirty

writers who offer a range of expertise from university lecturers 

in movement and theatre and other specialist music reviewers, 

to publicity officers from local arts councils and other groups.  

“This type of project is not for the faint-hearted!” Judy warns,

“But it is very rewarding to help raise public awareness of the

increasingly diverse entertainment on offer in Bathurst and to 

see the heightened profile of local performers.”  

The hardest part of the job would have to be making the

commitment to reliably deliver material every week, on time …

and to make sure that if a promised article does not arrive

another is written in its place.  

Arts coverage

Ever wished you saw more
coverage of the arts in your
local paper? Ever wondered

why there are pages of sports
stories but little or nothing

about what’s going on in the
galleries, community halls,
youth centres and theatres

around the region? 

by RACHAEL VINCENT

Me too. That’s why I got excited

when I heard that Bathurst Arts

Council had managed to convince

their local paper, The Western

Advocate, to publish a number of

stories and photographs in its

pages each week in a special arts

section ... and it’s been going

strong since June 2000. 
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Sandra Bates told me that she didn’t expect ‘Focus on the Arts’

would last.  

“Judy said she’d try it for two months.  And I must pay enormous

tribute to her …  most things like this wither on the vine.  But

apart from three or four weeks at Christmas ‘Focus on the Arts’

has been going every week and it’s well into its second year.”  

When I spoke to Sandra about ‘Focus on the Arts’ she reiterated

that the key to its success was having a coordinator for the

material — to bring it together as a section. That, and having

someone to access the specialist skills required to deliver the sorts

of quality reviews that appear on the page.  Until Judy took on

that role, she told me, the paper used to receive contributions on

arts topics, but they came in in dribs and drabs.  Arts reporting

was done in an ad hoc fashion and the stories tended to get ‘lost’

amongst the rest of the material in the paper. 

I asked Sandra a few more questions about the arts in rural media: 

Q. Have you got any advice for other groups who want to get more
arts coverage in their local paper? 

A: “Find a Judy and lay siege to the editor’s door!

“Most rural papers are under-staffed and under-resourced.  

So most editors are happy to listen to people and to run things 

as a community deal....  Groups need to get together.  That’s 

the secret of success.  I mean, Judy came in with a commitment

from about twenty groups.”  

Q. But why should all arts coverage be done by volunteers? 

A:  “It always has and it always will be that way.

“It’s not a Bathurst thing, it’s statewide.  People love to knock the

papers but we cover things the TV will never cover.  I mean, if

you want to know who's hatched, matched or dispatched you

read the local rag.  The Western Advocate gets between 120 and

150 contributed items each week — from the bowls notes to the

CWA notes.  Country communities live on that stuff.  There are

fourth and fifth generation contributors to rural papers….

“There’s no newspaper in NSW or the community that would

survive without those contributions. For example, I’ve got a

sports editor and a sport journalist.  We produce forty pages of

sport each week.  They can’t do it all themselves. So there’s a

significant amount of contributor copy.” 

Q. So why do you think there is so much more sport in the paper?  

A: “That’s a reflection of the community support.  Two thirds to

three quarters of the contributed items to The Western Advocate

are sport items.  It reflects the number of people in sport — it’s a

huge thing.  I was looking up some statistics at council just the

other day.  The ratio of sports to cultural groups is about 50:50 —

or maybe 65:35 — but the level of involvement is much higher.

The number of clubs is similar but the involvement is quite huge.”  

Q. So you think if the arts people simply ‘got their acts together’
they’d get more coverage for their issues and events?

A: “Yes definitely.  If you make more effort to get the coverage,

you’ll get it.

“If I make a broad generalisation, arts people are more articulate

in general than most sports people.  Therefore you expect they

would be more comfortable with putting that in, but they don’t.

Well, with the exception of Judy.... This is a really proactive

cultural community here.” 

Sandra told me she has worked in several other rural newspapers

but, “This is the first place I’ve worked that anyone’s ever had the

germ of the idea [to run an arts section like ‘Focus on the Arts].”

“My advice is that you’ve got to help make it happen. It’s got to

be a cooperative effort. Then you’ll probably find the editor will

come on board.”  

So what are we waiting for? 

Sandra Bates has offered to talk to anyone who’s interested about
how to go about approaching your local newspaper editor to discuss
developing an arts section.   

CONTACTS: 
Sandra Bates, Editor, The Western Advocate
Tel 02 6331 2611 PO Box 11 Bathurst NSW 2795

There are 104 local papers published in NSW by Rural Press Ltd,
which also publishes the state-wide paper, The Land. 
Contact Rural Press Tel 02 4570 4444 Website www.rpl.com.au

Judy Rutherford is the Publicity Officer for the Bathurst Arts
Council.  PO Box 414 Bathurst NSW 2795. 

This article is partly based on a story written by Judy Rutherford about 
the Bathurst Arts Council.  

in the regional press How do you get it?
Getting publicity for your events
A publicity strategy is one of the most crucial
aspects of the successful operation of an arts
council.  ‘Focus on the Arts’ is just one part of
Bathurst Arts Council's strategy. 

Bathurst Arts Council has developed a
comprehensive mailing list, which has proved to
be the most efficacious way of disseminating
information about their activities.  

They have also produced an elegant and
practical guide to the arts and artists of the
region, Where For Art which is now in its second
edition.  

Pictured: Pages + cover of Where For Art guide to Bathurst’s
local art scene and ‘Focus on the Arts’ from The Western
Advocate, 2001. 


